The patented EASECURE© is a highly flexible device that can be wrapped around large and bulky items such as Playstations, X-boxes, DVD players, computers TV’s, home cinema systems etc. The EASECURE© has a built-in active alarm sounding louder than any competitive product (95dB+-5dB).

**Pull Alert Technology** – The first alarming wrap product to incorporate a pull alert which will trigger a self alarm if the wires are pulled with excessive force.

**DLS Technology** – The EASECURE© is removed with the secure DLS locking technology rather than a standard magnetic releaser, providing a greater level of protection.

- Adapted for all EAS systems, RF and AM ferrite
- Active alarm when wires are cut
- Pull Guard activates when someone is trying to pull off the wires
- Incorrect opening of the device will start the alarm
- Anti slide surface for better fixation
- Alarming buzzer 95dB/+-5dB
- Red LED flash every 20 sec when activated